
 

REBECCA WEST

PRACTICAL.  
POSITIVE.  
EMPOWERING.

QUICK FACTS 

‣ She’s a certified design psychology coach. 

‣ She authored the book Happy Starts at Home 
(Bright House Books, 2016). 

‣ She studied Community & Environmental 
Planning at the University of Washington 

‣ She taught ballroom dance before starting 
her career in interior design. 

‣ She launched Rebecca West Interiors in 2007. 

‣ And she can’t resist a cat or a costume party!

Interior designer Rebecca West helps us recognize the amazing 
power of the home and its ability to impact our lives. With 
contagious optimism, Rebecca offers practical tools to her listeners 
and encourages them to get their homes in order and reduce the 
obstacles to success. Audience members leave inspired and 
equipped to make tangible changes in their homes, relationships, 
and businesses.

“Rebecca is like the Tony Robbins 
of interior design.” 
    ~ Eddie Fox

“Rebecca just has this ability to 
pull people in and have them feel 
connected to her when she speaks.” 
  ~ Michelle Mazur, CEO 
     Communication RebelTM

“Every time I listen to her I feel 
empowered to go make a change.” 
   ~ Rachel Herbert



To book Rebecca West for your 
next transformational event: 

media@rebeccawestinteriors.com 
206-265-1879 

happystartsathome.com

HOW TO REACH REBECCA

BRANDING: BEYOND THE CLOSET    
Unique ways to develop a personal brand that goes   
beyond your wardrobe    
Practical advice for creating a personal brand that helps you be more 
successful, feel more confident, and leave a long-lasting impression on 
everyone you meet. For aspiring professionals, entrepreneurs, or anyone 
looking to rev up their personal life. 

HELP! I HAVE NO TASTE!      
Learn to identify your personal design style and   
speak up for what you want in life 

Everyone has an internal design compass and it’s time to discover yours! 
Stop thinking you “have no taste,” learn to flex your confidence muscles, 
and take home tools for speaking up for what you want in all areas of 
your life 

ROMANCING THE REMODEL     
What designing a home for two can teach us about building 
lasting relationships, and how to do it while staying in love 

From choosing materials for your kitchen to dividing closet space, 
making design decisions as a couple can not only create a house that 
feels like home but also help you build a resilient relationship ready to 
weather life’s storms. 

THE COLOR OF MONEY      
Design essentials for entrepreneurs of all kinds 

No matter whether your new office is in your home or up in a highrise, 
and regardless of whether you work in isolation or regularly invite clients 
and colleagues into your workspace, your professional design choices 
impact your bottom line. Learn which questions to ask (and answer) as 
you set the stage for extraordinary success. 

“Rebecca has the ability and grace to 
get a person to take action!” 
    ~ Sharon May

“Rebecca’s talk inspired me, encouraged me, 
and helped me to grow! Her message is about 
so much more than interior design.” 
     ~ Maria Porter

WHERE YOU’VE SEEN HER

SELECT SPEAKING TOPICS

Your personal environments have 
the power to improve your health, 
relationships, and financial success!


